“As the sheriff of Broward County and an expert in training for active shooter and mass casualty events, I am committed to equipping our agency with the resources necessary to properly protect our community. We will continue to meet and exceed public safety standards.”

— Sheriff Gregory Tony
"As your sheriff, my number one priority will always be to keep our community safe. In a short time, we have made significant improvements and are now providing the level of service Broward County expects and deserves."

Prioritizing...

**SCHOOL SAFETY**

- Our recently launched Real Time Crime Center can monitor up to 10,000 cameras across 256 Broward County public schools.
- We have acquired a $2.2 million grant for expansion of the Guardian Program, an integral component of school safety and security in Broward.
- We are developing an active shooter training video and curriculum for all Broward County public schools.
- The BSO Bleeding Control School Safety Project will put 1,308 8-pack bleeding control stations in 256 schools.

**PUBLIC SAFETY**

- Our mission is to deter, detect and investigate any threats made against our community.
- We are improving the way we gather intelligence and respond to threats.
- We have developed an Office of Emergency Management.
- We have allocated $2 million to supply all 1,500 road patrol deputies with rifles.
- We issued individual first aid kits (IFAK) to all road patrol deputies.
"As the first black sheriff in Broward County history, and as a person who has experienced inequality firsthand, I understand the importance of diversity in public safety."

As a leader, I believe what makes us different as individuals makes us more complete as a whole.

BSO has the most diverse command staff in BSO’s 104-year history.

The first female colonel and the first two Cuban American colonels have been appointed marking agency history.

Half of all recent promotions have been female.

BSO has greatly increased the hiring of minority deputies and firefighters.

The agency’s competitive incentive packages will help retain well-qualified personnel and motivate them to exceed expectations.
Training TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE

“We train to make exceptional actions second nature to our first responders. Training will keep us prepared and ready to save lives on a day we hope never comes.”

“"We are the first agency in the state of Florida to have a fully nationally certified active shooter training unit.""
Planning for the future of our organization begins with helping to shape the skills and values of today’s youth who will one day become successful leaders and public servants. This begins with expanding our youth programs to help develop the ambitions of our young people.

We have created the **Bureau of Recruitment** ensuring we are hiring the most diverse, qualified and competent personnel.

We have developed the **BSO Legacy Program**, designed to provide scholarships to law enforcement Explorers and Fire Cadets, internship opportunities, sponsorships to academies and continuing education to current employees.

A new scholarship program will help minority students reach their goal of a career in public safety.
STRENGTHENING PARTNERSHIPS WITH OUR COMMUNITY

Building a strong community is a team effort, and there are many new ways we are working with our neighborhood partners. We have reexamined how the money seized from the proceeds of criminal activity is distributed to community-based nonprofit organizations through our Law Enforcement Trust Fund (LETF) to support important local programs.

LAW ENFORCEMENT TRUST FUND

- We have increased opportunity and expansion of LETF participants throughout the county.
- Accountability and distribution of LETF funds is more fair and equitable, increasing distribution to minority not-for-profit groups, which have been underfunded in the past.
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NEIGHBORHOOD SUPPORT TEAM

We are developing innovative community policing initiatives. Our focus is to strengthen law enforcement and community relationships, increase awareness and improve responsiveness by bridging the communication gap between first responders and the community.

- We have established Neighborhood Support Teams (NST) countywide.
- A dedicated deputy and sergeant will work with community stakeholders unifying efforts to meet community needs beyond routine calls for service.
- The NST is designed to make law enforcement more visible, reduce fear and aid interaction between the public and law enforcement.
- Collaboration improves local knowledge and assists with gaining intelligence and tips from the public.
- Our teams will focus on increasing crime prevention education and awareness for the community, including elderly fraud protection.